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Abstract. We present a pipeline to reconstruct the corticospinal tract
(CST) that connects the spinal cord to the motor cortex. The proposed
method combines a new white matter microstructure model coined Dif-
fusion Directions Imaging and a new tractography algorithm based on
a particle filter adapted for approximating multi-modal distributions. In
this paper, we put the computation time and accuracy of our pipeline to
the test in the context of the MICCAI 2014 DTI challenge, which aims
to provide fast and accurate reconstructions of the CST for presurgical
planning of brain tumor extraction. These two key performance metrics
are expected in such a situation where time is of the essence and the qual-
ity of the data is dependent on the patient’s health condition and ability
to cooperate. In no more than 1.5 hours per patient, we successfully pro-
vide accurate CSTs of 2 very collaborative patients who underwent a
diffusion MRI protocol that included 69 diffusion-sensitizing gradients
spread over 4 different shells ranging from b = 200 to b = 3000 s/mm2.
1 Introduction
Diffusion-weighted (DW) MRI offers a unique way to explore in-vivo and non-
invasively the functional architecture of the brain [1]. One of its prominent ap-
plications pertains to the inference of axonal wiring in the white matter (WM),
where neuronal information transits [2]. Major axonal pathways, termed fasci-
cles, are responsible for proper functional activity (e.g., language, vision, con-
sciousness). Among these fascicles, the corticospinal tract (CST) connects the
spinal cord and the motor cortex and governs our overall motor ability.
Providing an accurate reconstruction (composition and architecture) of the
CST would be invaluable to the neurosurgeon in presurgical planning (e.g. brain
tumor extraction), as it could facilitate and improve decision-making for better
preserving motor functions after successful surgery. However, this reconstruction
is most challenging. First, the CST goes through intricate anatomical regions,
such as the semioval centrum, which are the crossroads of multiple fascicles.
For instance, the CST crosses with the projections from the corpus callosum
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and with the superior longitudinal fasciculus. Secondly, the CST architecture is
quite complex on its own. While all CST axons are regrouped at the decussation
of the superior cerebellar peduncle, they connect to the whole primary motor
cortex extending anteriorly from the central sulcus (e.g., feet area), which is
mainly a straight path, to the precentral sulcus (e.g., lip and tongue areas),
which requires axonal bendings to be reached [3].
State of the art on WM fascicle reconstruction suggests that both an accurate
model of the white matter microstructure and a probabilistic way of integrating
these local models into global streamlines with similar diffusion profiles are re-
ally helpful to improve specificity and sensitivity respectively [4]. At the interface
between these key methodological contributions, a large number of algorithms
are available to extract WM fascicles, which inspired multiple efforts to evaluate
the different approaches such as integrating appropriate phantoms as a com-
mon experimental dataset for comparison [5, 6]. Among these efforts, the DTI
tractography challenge has sought since 2011 to evaluate CST reconstruction
in presurgical planning of brain tumor extraction. The challenge resides in that
quality of the data depends on patient cooperation and clinical stability and
image processing must be quick. In this 4th edition, 2 cooperative patients un-
derwent a DW-MRI protocol at clinical isotropic spatial resolution of 2× 2× 2
mm3, which consisted of 69 diffusion sensitizing gradients (DSG) distributed
on 4 different shells (b = 200, 500, 1000, 3000 s/mm2). Data were sent to the
participants for left and right CST reconstruction.
In this paper, we fitted, in each voxel independently, a white matter mi-
crostructure model coined Diffusion Directions Imaging (DDI) [7], that charac-
terizes free water, intra- and extra-axonal spaces. We subsequently synthesized
streamlines of the CST from these local microstructure models using a parti-
cle filter adapted to multi-modal distributions [8] initialized in a seeding region.
We filtered the resulting streamlines by anatomical landmarks of the CST. A
detailed description of the different steps involved in the reconstruction is pro-
vided in Section 2. In Section 3, we present our reconstructed CSTs. Evaluation
is left to the organizers who designed specific comparative metrics.
2 From Diffusion-Weighted to Cortico-Spinal Imaging
2.1 Proposed processing pipeline
The following overall processing pipeline was used to extract the CST for the
challenge datasets. It is a 4-step solution that pertains to:
1. Non-Local Means (NLM) denoising. We applied a Rician-adapted NLM fil-
ter [9] to the DW-MR images, which has been shown to efficiently reduce
the amount of noise while preserving fine anatomical structures.
2. Inference of local white matter microstructure models. We designed a multi-
compartment model of the white matter microstructure coined Diffusion
Directions Imaging (DDI), which was inferred in each voxel from the de-
noised DW-MR images. Further details on this modeling and its inference
are provided in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.
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3. Definition of regions of interest (ROI). We delineated three ROIs based on
state-of-the-art recommendations for picturing the CST with high specificity.
Locations and extraction procedures are detailed in Section 2.7.
4. Reconstruction of the left and right CST. We depicted the left and right
CST as multi-modal distributions of streamlines that were estimated from
the local microstructure models using an enhanced particle filter, particularly
suited for inferring multi-modal distributions like the CST. Further details
are provided in Section 2.8.
All the tools used (NL-Means, WM microstructure estimator, tractogra-
phy algorithm) were implemented utilizing ITK and VTK and are fully multi-
threaded. We will distribute this diffusion toolbox as a free package soon.
2.2 Modeling the white matter microstructure
Different types of tissues are underlying an image of the brain. In the white mat-
ter for instance, the microstructure consists of axons, astrocytes, oligodendro-
cytes or microglia that might all populate a given voxel of the image, depending
on the spatial resolution. These tissues can exhibit impermeable membranes,
different shapes, axes of anisotropy, etc. All these features impose restrictions
to the diffusion that ultimately yield different diffusion processes for each tissue
type. As a result, the diffusion signal in a voxel conflates signals arising from
each tissue type that populates the voxel. The voxelwise diffusion process is
thus a finite mixture of single-tissue diffusion processes, which can be naturally
characterized by a finite linear mixture model:
pX(x;π1, . . . , πC) =
C∑
i=1
πipi(x) , (1)
where X is a random vector that describes voxelwise molecular displacements,
pX is its density which models the voxelwise diffusion process, C is the number
of tissue types in the voxel. π1, . . . , πC and p1, . . . , pC are respectively the pro-
portions and diffusion processes of each tissue type within the voxel. It can be
related to the diffusion signal using the narrow pulse approximation [10].
S(b, g) = B0 |ϕX(−b, g)| = B0
∣∣∣∣∣
C∑
i=1
πiϕi(−b, g)
∣∣∣∣∣ , (2)
where S is the noise-free diffusion signal observed for a diffusion-sensitizing gra-
dient (DSG) of squared magnitude proportional to b (b-value) and direction g,
B0 is the baseline signal in absence of DSG and ϕ denotes the characteristic func-
tion of a random variable. This yields a mathematical model for the diffusion
signal that we coin Diffusion Compartment Imaging (DCI).
2.3 Modeling tissue-specific diffusion
We can further hypothesize a parametric distribution for single-tissue diffusion
processes, which is very helpful for describing the diffusion signal in terms of mi-
crostructural parameters. Different propositions have been devised that mostly
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pertain to the Gaussian distribution, from which (2) predicts mono-exponential
diffusion signals in each tissue type. However, it has been recently shown that
single-tissue non-Gaussian diffusion is more prevalent than expected [11, 12] and
has been observed at high b-values [13]. We therefore model single-tissue diffu-
sion with a non-Gaussian parametric DCI model that we recently introduced as
Diffusion Directions Imaging (DDI). In general, it yields a non mono-exponential
signal prediction, the analytic expression of which can be found in [7] and boils
down to mono-exponential decay at low b-value regimes. The signal prediction
depends on the following tissue-specific microstructural parameters:
– µi ∈ S
2 represents the principal axis of diffusion;
– κi ≥ 0 captures the concentration of molecular displacements around µi;
– di > 0 quantifies the amount of diffusion (diffusivity) occurring along µi;
– νi ∈ [0, 1] is the proportion of extra-axonal space within an axon bundle.
2.4 Parametric white matter microstructure model
We assume that a voxel is composed of M axon bundles, termed fixels [14],
featuring different orientations. We explicitly add a mixture component p0 in
(1) to account for free water diffusion outside the fixels. Freely diffusing wa-
ter is not subject to physical restrictions and thus undergo isotropic Gaussian
diffusion, which is a particular case of our non-Gaussian distribution obtained
for κ0 = 0 and ν0 = 0. In addition, since we focus on white matter connectiv-
ity, the only source of free diffusion arises from CSF contamination for which
d0 = 3×10
−3 mm2/s [15], which leaves no free parameters for the isotropic com-
ponent. This anisotropy needs to be maintained in the corresponding mixture
components for interpreting them as fixels. We achieve this goal by setting the
apparent diffusivities along and perpendicular to the fixel axis, termed parallel
and perpendicular diffusivities, to the values of a typical white matter fixel.
Such typical fixel can be characterized by fitting a single diffusion tensor to a
set of low b-value images (typically less than 1500 s/mm2) and averaging the
tensors with high fractional anisotropy (e.g., higher than 0.8). In DDI, the par-
allel and perpendicular diffusivities can be analytically expressed in terms of the
microstructural parameters and applying the above constraints leads to:
νi =
κi − κ
fixel
(κi + 1)(κfixel + 3)ξ(κi)− κfixel − 1
and di =
dfixel
1− 2νiξ(κi)
,
where κfixel =
dfixel
dfixel
⊥
− 1 and ξ(κi) =
cothκi
κi
−
1
κ2i
.
(3)
The application of constraints (3) reduces the number of free parameters per
fixel to 4, namely the polar and azimuthal angles (θi, φi) ∈ [0, π] × [0, 2π] that
define the fixel axis µi, the concentration κi of molecular displacements around
the fixel axis and the fraction of occupancy πi of the fixel within the voxel. With
M assumed fixel components and one isotropic diffusion component without free
parameters, the total number of free microstructural parameters is 4M .
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2.5 Estimating the microstructure model in presence of noise
For a given DSG, we observe a noisy diffusion image, referred to as the ob-
served image, and the multi-tissue microstructure model introduced in Sec-
tion 2 predicts a noise-free diffusion image, referred to as the predicted image.
We hypothesize that each observed image is corrupted by Gaussian noise cen-
tered on the predicted image with variance σ2. Free microstructure parameters
({µi, κi, πi}i=1,...,M ) and nuisance parameters (B0 and σ
2) are simultaneously es-
timated by maximizing their likelihood given the N observed images at different
DSGs. The dimension of the optimization problem is thus 4M + 2. In practice,
we use the BOBYQA derivative-free local optimizer [16] to solve the optimiza-
tion problem. The derivatives of the log-likelihood with respect to the nuisance
parameters are easily accessible and yield the following updating equations:
B̂0
(k+1)
=
N∑
i=1
Âi
(k)
Si
N∑
i=1
(
Âi
(k)
)2 and σ̂2(k+1) = 1N
N∑
i=1
(
Si − B̂0
(k+1)
Âi
(k)
)2
,(4)
where B̂0
(k+1)
and σ̂2
(k+1)
are the estimates of B0 and σ
2 at iteration k + 1,
Si is the observed image for DSG (bi, gi) and Âi
(k)
is the corresponding signal
prediction according to the microstructure model at iteration k. We use (4) at
each iteration of the optimization algorithm to update the nuisance parameters.
As BOBYQA is a local optimizer, it becomes very sensitive to the initialization
as the model complexity increases. We thus carefully designed the initialization
step. Diffusivity constraints (3) yield the following bounds for κi:
κmin = κ
fixel and κmax = ξ
−1
(
1
κfixel + 3
)
. (5)
from which good initial guesses are obtained by sampling uniformly the tight
interval [κmin, κmax]. Also, it is likely that fixels should be the primary occupiers
in white matter voxels and thus we found that a good initial guess for the
fractions of occupancy πi is 0.9/M , which basically assumes that 90% of a white
matter voxel is occupied by fixels. Finally, each initial fixel axis is initialized as
the primary eigenvector of the following direction cosine matrix:
DCMinit = cℓe1e
⊤
1 +(1− cℓ)cp(ue1e
⊤
1 +(1−u)e2e
⊤
2 )+(1− cℓ)(1− cp)rr
⊤ , (6)
where cℓ and cp are the linear and planar coefficients of the diffusion tensor [17],
e1 and e2 are the first two eigenvectors of the diffusion tensor corresponding
to the two largest eigenvalues and u and r are random values in [0, 1] and S2
respectively. In other words, an initial orientation will be close to the primary
eigenvector of a prolate tensor, or to a random linear combination of the first two
eigenvectors of an oblate tensor, or to a random orientation uniformly sampled
on the sphere for a spherical tensor.
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2.6 Determining the number of fixels per voxel
Since the number M of fixels in the mixture model is unknown and spatially
varies, the model estimation procedure was repeated for different numbers M
ranging from M = 0 to M = 3. We assessed each model performance by com-
puting the following estimate of the Akaike information criterion [18]:
AICu(M) = −2ℓ+
4N(2M + 1)
N − 4M − 3
+N log
(
N
N − 4M
)
, (7)
where ℓ is the log-likelihood of the diffusion model parameters (4M in total) and
noise parameters (B0 and σ
2) given the data. This is an unbiased estimate of
the AIC that is much less prone to overfitting than the original AIC estimate.
We subsequently compute an estimate of Akaike’s weights used to produce an
averaged estimated model from the original models. The averaged model is finally
simplified using modularity clustering [19]. It relies on the orientation similarity
between fixel components to automatically determine the appropriate number of
fixels to be accounted for in each voxel. A representative component is obtained
by intra-cluster unweighted averaging, which summarizes each cluster in the
final mixture model. The detailed equations and procedures required for DCI
averaging can be found in [20, 21].
2.7 Identifying CST-specific anatomical landmarks
Anatomy of the CST An important component of obtaining the CST involves
following the motor cortex fibers, which are somatotopically organized such that
there is functional localization from the superior medial surface of the brain,
where the foot is represented, moving laterally and anteroventrally to the Sylvian
fissure, where head and face are represented. The somatotopic organization of
the primary motor cortex (M1) was described by Penfield and Rasmussen [3].
M1 is comprised of the precentral gyrus (preCG), which extends anteriorly
from the central sulcus to the precentral sulcus. At the apex of the brain the
precentral gyrus (M1) and the postcentral gyrus (somatosensory cortex) fuse
and form a paracentral lobule. Somatotopigraphically, the apical area of M1
represents the lower extremity and at the base of the sensorimotor strip, looking
at a sagittal slice, it can be seen that the sensorimotor strip will fuse in the area
adjacent to the Sylvian fissure [22, 23]. It has been reported that the biggest
diameter of the preCG is found anteroventrally and inferiorly where the cortical
representation of the lip and tongue have been described [23].
Other important anatomical landmarks for achieving high specificity in re-
constructing the CST have been described. Specifically, [24, 25] suggest seeding
the streamline generation on the superior-inferior radiations visible in the brain-
stem at the level of the decussating of the superior cerebellar peduncle (SCP)
and filtering the output by keeping only those going through the superior-inferior
radiations outlining the posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC).
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ROI Delineation Based on these recommendations, we use a multiple region-
of-interest (ROI) strategy to trace streamlines specific to the CST from the local
microstructure information provided by the white matter microstructure models.
Specifically, SCP and PLIC were placed automatically as a local consensus
region extracted from a collection of template ROI separately projected to the
target diffusion tensor volume [26]. To do this, we independently projected 19
template ROI to the target image and then performed a consensus map analy-
sis using the Simultaneous Truth and Performance Level Estimation (STAPLE)
algorithm [27]. The underlying consensus for all of the projected templates con-
sequently defines target-specific ROI which then are used for fiber tracking in
the target diffusion tensor image.
The M1 ROI was delineated manually by a neuroanatomist expert (JMS). In
MR imaging of clinical resolution at 2× 2× 2 mm3, partial volume effects may
obscure the gyral-sulci boundary. In addition, it has been reported that boundary
voxels and even voxels in the somatosensory cortex are also important to include
in the ROI to fully produce the CST. As a result, we chose to delineate all these
voxels to account for the contribution of low spatial resolution to incomplete
tracing of the CST. In the present work, we included these voxels as part of M1.
2.8 Tracing the CST as a distribution of streamlines
We reconstructed the CST as a probability distribution of streamlines. We ap-
proximated this distribution using a particle filter with a multi-modal filtering
distribution [8]. The particle filter approximates the distribution of streamlines
as a collection of N weighted tracts (particles) of maximum length Lmax all gen-
erated from the same seed point and clustered in an automatically determined
number C > Cmin of “super-tracts”. Each tract grows sequentially by a step
length ρ according to a 5-step procedure:
1. Proposition of next direction. Tracts are grown by sampling “outgoing”
directions v(k+1) according to the following proposal density:
q(v(k+1);v(k),DDI) =


M∑
i=1
πiW
(
v(k+1);µi, κ
DDI
i
)
if M > 0,
W
(
v(k+1);v(k), κprior
)
if M = 0,
(8)
where v(k) is the last incoming direction of the tract andW denotes the Wat-
son distribution on the 2-sphere S2 [28]. The Watson distribution is a bipolar
distribution centered on a mean axis with a given concentration around this
axis. When the estimated local microstructure DDI model detects the pres-
ence of fixels (M > 0), the proposal is a mixture of Watson distributions
centered on the fixel axes with concentration κDDIi that depends on the mi-
crostructural parameters of each fixel. On the other hand, when no fixel is
detected (M = 0), the proposal distribution is a single Watson distribution
centered on the last incoming direction of the tract with a user-defined prior
concentration κprior.
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2. Weight update after tract growth. The weights of each grown tract
are then updated by the ratio of the posterior distribution of the outgoing
direction, given the local data (conformity to the data) over the proposal
distribution. The posterior distribution of outgoing directions is obtained
from Bayes theorem with a Gaussian likelihood on the diffusion signals and
the prior distribution of (8) for M = 0.
3. Resampling of the tract cloud. Resampling is performed to avoid degen-
eration of weights when the effective sample size of each cluster drops below
α% of its actual sample size [29]. High-weight tracts are duplicated while
low-weight ones are discarded.
4. Checking stopping criteria. A further advantage of using the DDI model
is that stopping criteria can be based on microstrucural parameters rather
than the non-specific FA. In details, we prevent growth of tracts which have
reached voxels with free water fraction above πthr0 or with extra-axonal pro-
portion above νthr within all the fixel components. In other words, a tract is
stopped either if the end voxel is almost exclusively outside the white matter
or if all the fixels are too damaged.
5. Tract clustering. The proposed particle filter for tractography is an en-
hanced version of the traditional particle filter [30, 31] that better maintains
the multi-modality of the distribution of tracts within the CST (multiple bi-
furcations can be thought as multiple modes of the distribution of tracts) by
clustering tracts into “super-tracts” at each step. Clusters of “super-tracts”
are redefined as follows: tracts are first merged pairwise if their Hausdorff
distance is below Hthr and the resulting tracts are subsequently splitted in
two if the directional homogeneity of the outgoing directions (characterized
by the concentration of a von Mises & Fisher distribution [28]) is below κsplit.
3 Results
The 2014 MICCAI DTI tractography challenge consists of two patients suffer-
ing from tumors of various forms and grades. In addition to DWI, T1 and T2
weighted images were available along with the delineation of the tumors so that
joint views of anatomical and tractography information could be created.
On both patients, the estimation of the local microstructure DDI models
took 1 hour on a 32-core (16 physical cores) Xeon 2.7 GHz computer while
the tractography of each CST took 20 minutes for N = 5000 initial particles
(computation time proportional to N). The model estimation step is longer
but still reasonably short and can be performed oﬄine in a clinical context.
The following parameters were used for the tractography algorithm: N = 5000,
Lmax = 15 cm, Cmin = 10, ρ = 1 mm, κprior = 20, α = 50%, π
thr
0 = 0.6, νthr = 0.6,
Hthr = 0.5 mm and κsplit = 30.
Figure 1 presents views of the left and right CST extracted on the first
patient, superimposed on the T2w image. In addition, we superimposed the
manual delineations of the tumor to provide 3D visualizations for evaluation of
the relative positions of the tumor and motor pathways. Several remarks may be
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expressed for patient 1. First, the left CST, not affected by the tumor, spreads
into all the different motor cortex areas (see fig. 1a,b) thanks to the combination
of the DDI model and our multi-modal probabilistic tractography. Secondly, the
right CST is not going into the tumor region (fig. 1a,b) while still being able to
depict correctly axonal bendings towards the face area and exhibits sparse tracts
in the edema area (fig. 1a-c). This is due to the location of the tumor right next
to the motor cortex area through which we filtered the generated streamlines,
leaving many fewer streamlines on the right side with respect to the left side.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 1. Illustration of Patient 1’s CST. (a,b): Estimated DDI models overlaid on
the B0 and on the map of number of detected fixels (blue: 1, green: 2, red: 3). (c): left
and right CST overlaid on the patient’s FA image, (d): 3D view of the CST and seeding
ROI utilized for tractography, (e,f): 3D and axial views of the CST together with the
tumor (red: tumor, yellow: edema) highlighting their proximity.
Figure 2 presents results for patient 2. For this patient, the tumor has grown
and pushed into the surrounding tissues, thereby shifting the CST. However,
illustrations show that, although shifted, the tracts are still present on both
sides of the brain. As a result, both CSTs (left and right) are well depicted by
our tractography, while not going into the tumor area, which is located below. It
may be noted that, surprisingly, more tracts are depicted on the left side where
the tumor is located. However, this may be explained by two facts: (i) the tumor
is not directly on the CST and (ii) since the whole left area was shifted, the
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automatic PLIC ROI was manually corrected on the left side, which may have
introduced an imbalance between the sizes of the left and right PLIC ROIs.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 2. Illustration of Patient 2’s CST. (a,b): Estimated DDI models overlaid on
the B0 and on the map of number of detected fixels (blue: 1, green: 2, red: 3). (c): left
and right CST overlaid on the patient’s FA image, (d): 3D view of the CST and seeding
ROI utilized for tractography, (e,f): 3D and axial views of the CST together with the
tumor (red: tumor, yellow: edema) highlighting their proximity.
Finally, both figures also present the estimated models, demonstrating their
capability to resolve intricate fixel configurations (e.g., in the semioval centrum).
These figures also demonstrate how the CST information may be fused with the
tumor delineations and other modalities to help in understanding how the tumor
affects the CST and ultimately in presurgical planning of brain tumor extraction.
4 Perspectives
Our pipeline was able to provide an accurate reconstruction of the CST for
both patients along with a visualization that we think could be helpful to the
neurosurgeon. It seems that we were able to reach all areas of the motor cor-
tex. However, several steps involved in the CST reconstruction could be further
improved. The following points are currently under investigation:
– Noise in DW-MRI is not Gaussian and a better noise model could yield a
better inference of the local white matter microstructure models;
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– The clustering of the particle cloud in the tractography algorithm is very
simple and dichotomous. More efficient and continuous clustering strategies
can help in even better maintaining the axonal bendings;
– Pertaining to the CST, the boundaries of the motor cortex are unclear and
the literature suggests it might be dependent on the spatial resolution. To
test the contribution of different segments of M1 and surrounding areas to
the full reconstruction of the CST, a series of labels were used to demarcate
these areas and we are currently testing the optimality and reproducibility
of particular areas for tractography of the CST.
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